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One of the 50 coolest websites... just tell it like it is – TIME Sully | 2016 | PG-13 | - 1.4.5 The story of the fateful US Airways flight outside La Guardia Airport that Captain Chesley Sully Sullenberger (Tom Hanks) managed to land safely on the Hudson River on January 15, 2009 even though both engines were disabled by a flock of goose. Also with Aaron
Eckhart, Valerie Mahaffey, Delphi Harrington, Mike O'Malley, Jamey Sheridan, Anna Gunn, Holt McCallany, Ahmed Lucan and Laura Linney. Directed by Clint Eastwood. [1:35] SEX / NUDITY 1 - A woman kisses a man on the cheek and says: This is from my mother and she is single (the man declines the invitation and says he is married). A woman hugs a
man and two other men act. A woman behaves flirtatiously when a man makes a suggestive comment. the review continues below... VIOLENCE/GORE 4 - A nightmare scene shows a plane losing both engines and returning to an airport: the plane speeds through a skyscraper city as passengers scream and crash into a building, exploding in a fireball (the
man who has the nightmare wakes up at first). A man imagines a plane jumping through a skyscraper town and crashing into a building. ► We see a large flock of birds flying into a plane mid-air and we hear loud thumbs as they attack the plane and its engines; the engines are bright and then stop as the plane loses power and the passengers look
uncomfortable as we see the pilot and co-pilot devising a strategy for an emergency landing (we see that this scene was played out a few times in various details) and we see low altitude illuminate the dashboard and passengers are told to embrace it An Air Force plane experiences mid-air malfunction and pilot maneuvers to return to the landing strip without
incident. A tourist helicopter flies over a river while an airliner makes an emergency landing on the river. ► An airliner makes an emergency landing in a river and we see passengers facing impact and then joking when they reach the water; the plane begins to dive and water rushes into the cockpit as flight attendants deploy the exit slides and people jump off
the plane; one passenger jumps into the frigid water and tries to swim, but does not reach far and returns to the crash site, another passenger panics when he sees gas in the water and jumps trying to escape (she is rescued by a diver) while others line the wings of the jet waiting for rescue and we see a flight attendant with a bloody gash in her leg and blood
collapses After an emergency landing in a river, a plane is partially submerged in some scenes. We see photographs of the actual events of plane partially submerged with passengers lining their wings and waiting for rescue. ► An air traffic controller with an airliner pilot after a mayday call and cries when he loses contact and assumes the plane has crashed.
A man who is jogging gets into a road in front of a taxi and the vehicle stops while the driver yells at the man. Many members of the press surround a house and hotel trying to get information from a pilot and his family after an emergency landing. Computer simulations show that two planes crash; one on the runway and another in buildings surrounding the
airport. ► A group of NTSB researchers questions a pilot and co-pilot after an emergency landing in a river. We hear a report of non-critical injuries after a plane makes an emergency landing in a river. A man has a dream of being questioned about whether he is a hero or a fraud. A taxi driver refers to the US being involved in two endless wars. Two men talk
about having nightmares after an emergency landing. One man says: People do not survive the water landings. the review continues below... TONGUE 5 - At least 1 word F, a reference to an obscene gesture of the hand, 6 scatological terms, 3 anatomical terms, 8 mild obscenities, name-call (lucky bastard), 4 religious exclamations (My God, Oh my God,
Holy Christ, Please God). the review continues below... SUBSTANCE USE - Several people at a bar drink alcohol and beer, a barman tells a man they have granted a drink in his honor as he pours glasses of Vodka with a splash of water, and two men are asked when they took their last drink and if they take drugs during an interview by NTSB investigators.
the review continues below... TOPICS OF DISCUSSION - Air travel, computer simulations, split second decision, heroism, NTSB. MESSAGE - Chesley Sully Sullenberger is a hero. Note that while we do our best to avoid spoilers it is impossible to disguise all the details and some can reveal crucial plot elements. We've gone through several editorial changes
since we started covering films in 1992 and older reviews aren't as comprehensive and accurate as recent ones; we plan to review and correct older revisions as resources and time permissions. Our ratings and reviews are based on theatrically released versions of films; In the video there are often unclassified, special, director-cutting or extension versions
(usually accurately tagged but sometimes mislabeled) published that contain additional content, which we did not review. We are a completely independent website with no connections to political, religious or other groups and we do not request or choose advertisers. It can help us maintain our independence with a donation. Become a member of our
premium site for only $ / month and access early reviews, without any ads, not a single one, ever. And you will be helping to support our website and our efforts. We welcome suggestions and criticism – and we accept praise as well. While we read all emails and try to respond we do not always manage do so; make sure we won't share your email address.
We are a completely independent website with no connections to political, religious or other groups and we do not request or choose advertisers. It can help us maintain our independence with a donation. Become a member of our premium site for only $2/month and access early reviews, without any ads, not a single one, ever. And you will be helping to
support our website and our efforts. We welcome suggestions and criticism – and we will accept praise as well. As we read all the emails and try to reply we do not always manage to do so; make sure we won't share your email address. The story is an exploration of the courage under fire - keeping calm under unthinkably difficult crises - and showing
compassion to those in need. It also celebrates teamwork between Sully and Skiles and highlights selfless acts to help others. Die Monster AG (2001) Add to guide jump to: Gravity? 11 49 13 8 We were unable to submit their assessment. Please try again later. Some viewers and children may find this frightening. Boo is held and the screaming extractor is
moving towards her as she screams until Sulley saves her. This movie is full of very scary monsters, but they're super friendly. Nothing serious. The opening first minute is quite atmospheric and definitely creepy for a G-actually closed film. However, he reveals it was just a test and there was nothing to be scared of. There are quite a few gruesome scenes,
nothing too bad. Boo is tied to a chair and a shout extraction machine approaches her face as she screams and fights. A boy is shown asleep in a darkened room, the closet door frowns and opens and the boy imagines that a shirt is a monster; then a couple of big eyes open under his bed and a big-toothed monster (His name is Bile, his friends call him
Flegma) comes out causing the boy to scream, which then causes the monster to scream and fall back to the ground (see violence/gore), it is revealed to be just a simulation. Sully makes a very large and frightening growth for a demonstration and frightens Boo who flees between tears (we see images of her face later, with barred teeth and claws). Sully
believes Boo has been smashed into a compactor and faints from despair. Monsters prepare to go scared; they put on sharp teeth, test their claws, grow, lay more eyes and then walk through the doors, and hear children screaming. The idea of monsters can frighten very young viewers. The voice of the fungus is extracted to the point that his entire face turns
white, screaming for help. It may annoy some. The elements of the Parents Guide below give away important plot points. Sulley's farewell to Boo can be emotional for some viewers. A great jumping cure: a super quiet scene with Sulley and Boo's goodbye in their room suddenly cuts to their door being destroyed by the door of CDA agents. Boo is is back
through her door at the end of the film and Sully leaves, then Boo opens her closet just to see the clothes. At the site of the monster, his door is destroyed. Die Monster Uni (2013) Add to guide jump in: Parent guide items below can give away important plot points. The climax becomes emotional and intense, as Sully and Mike must scare their way out of the
human world. Pirate Code: The Adventures of Mickey Matson (2014) Add to Guide Jump To: Certification Parent Guide Items below can give away important plot points. Captain Ironsides tries to stab Mickey with the harpoon's hand, but he doesn't kill him. Nominated for 1 Academy Award. Another 14 wins and 34 nominations. See more awards » Learn
more Edit On Thursday, January 15, 2009, the world witnessed the Miracle on the Hudson when pilot ChesleySully Sullenberger (Tom Hanks) slipped his disabled plane into the frigid waters of the Hudson River, saving the lives of all hundred and fifty-five on board. However, even as Sully was being announced by the public and the media for her
unprecedented feat of aviation skill, an investigation was deployed that threatened to destroy her reputation and career. Written by Warner Bros. Plot Summary | Synopsis Plot Taglines: The Unpublished Story Behind the Miracle in the Hudson Certificate: K-7 | See All Certifications » Parent Guide: View Advisory Content » Edit in Sully Flashback to Fly a
Biplane As a Teenager, a civil air patrol sign (red support on a blue background) is clearly visible in an airport building. The Civil Air Patrol was responsible for the courier service and coastal patrol missions, among other tasks, during World War II. Today, they are responsible for all inland search and rescue operations in the United States, and operate one of
the largest fleets of aircraft in the world. See more » Views of Weehawken, NJ waterfront show Lennar Avenue. Construction of this building had not begun in 2009. See more » Sheila Dail: Only once would I like to leave LaGuardia on time. Well, you know the only way out of LaGuardia in time. Sheila Dail: Yes, what is this? Donna Dent: Fly out of JFK. See
more » The film's IMAX release featured the film open-matte, in an aspect ratio of 1.90:1, meaning there was more image information visible at the top and bottom of the frame than in normal theaters and in home video. See more » Flying Home (Theme of 'Sully') Written by Clint Eastwood, Tierney Sutton, and J.B. Eckl Played by Tierney Sutton Band (as The
Tierney Sutton Band) See more » User Reviews Edit Official Facebook | Official Instagram | See more Release Date: September 9, 2016 (Finland) See more » Also known as: Sully - uroteko Hudson-joella See more » New York, New York, U.S. See more » Edit Budget:$60,000,000 (estimated) Opening Weekend USA: $35,028,301, 11 September 2016 U.S.
Gross: $125,070,033 $125,070,033 World Gross: $240,797,623 See more on IMDbPro » Lantern Movies, Creative Hurwitz, Malpaso Productions See more » Runtime: 96 min Aspect ratio: 2.39 : 1 View complete technical specifications » specifications »
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